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I hoped economics would give me a way to describe
and predict human behavior through mathematical
tools; … after semesters of study, I had … many
mathematical tools; but all the people who I wanted to
study had disappeared from the scene

When economics students are asked about the
economy, their reasoning is no different from the
wisdom of taxi drivers, and sometimes a bit less well
informed
What we teach in economics today determines what
people think tomorrow, it’s the analysis of tomorrow,
it’s the policy advice of tomorrow, it’s the political
discourse of tomorrow. We can’t just ignore this and
think it’s just a little academic game. It matters.

What key needs was CORE developed to meet?

Students

Economics is hard, boring and unrelated to the
questions we want to answer

Lecturers

Teaching a standard principles course is easy
but student engagement is poor and the
content does not reflect advances in
economics and the way we do research

Employers/
Public policy

Economics graduates are technically
competent but unable to relate their
knowledge to other team members or apply it
to problems
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CORE: A global collaboration of researchers
• Researchers and teachers from around the world – from
Colombia to Bangalore, from Sciences Po to Columbia
University
Kevin O’Rourke
University of Oxford

Begüm Özkaynak
Boğaziçi University

• United by the goal of creating high quality open access
resources to bring to students the best of economics
• Enabling them to engage in evaluation and debates on
the pressing public policy issues of today
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What are the main successes to date of the CORE project?
Produced free on‐line ebook + rich teaching & learning materials
Engagement
Total registered on website 38k+
Total teachers given access 3k+ (verified as suitable to be granted access)
>40 universities are participating in CORE pilots, from 12 different countries.

Replaced the principles course at:
UCL, Bristol, Toulouse School of Economics, Sciences Po, Humboldt University,
Bangor Business School, Azim Premji University Bangalore, Birkbeck College,
Kings College, University of Siena, and many more

How does CORE respond to the concerns of students?
By taking the problems and making them CORE’s themes

Problems

CORE’s themes
Wealth creation & growth
Inequality
Environmental sustainability
Unemployment & fluctuations
Instability

How does CORE respond to these concerns?
By taking the themes and teaching concepts new to intro to economics

CORE’s themes

Concepts

Wealth creation & growth

• Schumpeterian rents, disequilibrium

Inequality

• Rents, bargaining power, institutions

Environmental sustainability

• Social interactions / other‐regarding preferences

Unemployment & fluctuations

• Incomplete contracts in labour & credit markets

Instability

• Prices as information & dynamics of price‐setting

The specific crisis in macroeconomics teaching after 2008
The textbooks of the time (including mine of 2006 – Carlin and Soskice, Macroeconomics:
Institutions, Imperfections and Policy (OUP) – ignored:
• Housing
• Banks
• Inequality
They celebrated the
• The stability of the Great Moderation
• The role of inflation‐targeting central banks
The business cycle was the centre of attention
How to bring the banking system, housing, bubbles, financial cycles and inequality into the
teaching of macro?

Part of the problem was the standard benchmark model of the economy
• Students introduced to the homo economicus, price‐taking, market clearing, no quantity
constraints world in their Micro class
• .. were told go to a quite different planet in the Macro class
Macro

Micro
Economics

Old benchmark model

People

Far‐sighted, self‐interested

Interactions

Price‐taking markets

Information

Full and verifiable

Contracts

Complete

Institutions

Markets

Economic rents

Are bad and are caused by
government intervention ‘rent‐
seeking’

Stability

The economy is self‐stabilizing

Evaluation

Are there unexploited mutual gains?

Y=C+I+G+X‐M
• Sticky wages
• Sticky prices
• Hand‐to‐mouth credit‐constrained
households
• Fluctuations that seem unrelated to the
‘micro’ course

What’s wrong with starting with the usual approach (the old benchmark model)?
Economics

Old benchmark model

People

Far‐sighted, self‐interested

Interactions

Price‐taking markets

Information

Full and verifiable

Contracts

Complete

The old benchmark model
neglects what we know from the
social and natural sciences:
•
•
•

Institutions

Markets

Economic rents

Are bad and are caused by government
intervention ‘rent‐seeking’

Stability

The economy is self‐stabilizing

Evaluation

Are there unexploited mutual gains?

•
•

•

Human behaviour – psychology,
evolutionary biology
Culture & social norms – sociology,
anthropology
Institutions and contracts – political
science, law
Power and the state – sociology,
political science
Multiple equilibria, what happens
out of equilibrium? – phase
transition in maths, physics &
biology; history; geography
Ethics – philosophy, political theory

A new paradigm embodies important developments in economics over the past 3
decades or more
Old benchmark model

Economics

New benchmark model (contemporary economics & CORE)

Far‐sighted, self‐interested

People

have motives in addition to self‐interest and respond to
social norms of fairness and punishment.

Price‐taking markets

Interactions

include price‐making markets and strategic interactions not
only in markets.

Complete

Information

is incomplete and symmetric

Complete

Contracts

are incomplete because they cannot be enforced for effort
and diligence in labour and credit markets and to cover
other external effects e.g. traffic congestion, knowledge.

Markets

Institutions

include informal rules (norms), coercion, firms, unions,
banks, states as well as markets.

Are bad and are caused by government Economic rents
intervention ‘rent‐seeking’

are endemic in the private economy (e.g. the incentive to
innovate, job rents) and may be good or bad.

The economy is self‐stabilizing

Stability

… and instability are characteristics of the economy.

Are there unexploited mutual gains?

Evaluation

includes efficiency (unexploited mutual gains) and fairness.
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Using this new paradigm, we can teach about the aggregate economy without ad
hoc assumptions

CORE’s method
• teach universal tools for doing economics,
motivate with real problems
• specify the actors, their actions and their
interactions
Households – workers, consumers, lenders,
borrowers
• Firms – owners, managers, employees
• Banks, Central bank, Government
Show how the rules of the game ( = institutions)
matter

•

•

The interest rate setting,
inflation‐targeting central bank

Our focus on actors and problems leads us to stress
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Game theory – tools and rules
Principal agent models
Price‐making and (economically productive) rent seeking
Social preferences and norms
Increasing returns, positive feedbacks
Dynamics
This leads to an novel sequencing of the material taught … and

… provides key foundations for the aggregate economy by
• beginning with heterogeneous agents through a set of principal‐agent problems and
• leading naturally to a model with involuntary unemployment and fluctuations,
endogenous money and bubbles
• where inequality is in the model’s DNA

Market failures: the actors, their actions and interactions
The principal agent problem
• Conflicts of interest
Employer
Employee
• Information is asymmetric because
actions are hidden from principal /
not verifiable in court
• Uncertainty because actions are in
the future
Conflict of interest over what ? Contract does not cover?
 Incomplete contracts
 market failures
 institutions and social norms matter

For example, incomplete labour contracts in the intro classroom
Firms set wages; an identical unemployed worker cannot get a job by offering to
work for less (no way to ensure effort)  Involuntary unemployment
Estimated wage‐setting curve
(US 1979‐2013)

‘Micro’ – the firm sets the wage
‘Macro’ – the economy‐wide wage‐setting curve
Data – estimated wage‐setting curve US

Seamlessly from the P‐A problem to ‘what keeps inflation down?’
Real wage

Stronger competition

Wage‐setting
curve
Price‐setting
curve shifts up

0

Employment

Weaker insiders

Wage‐setting
curve shifts
down
Price‐setting
curve

1. Owners’ power falls relative to consumers

Always ask: what has happened to the
bargaining gap?

2. Employees’ power falls relative to owners

0

Recession

Wage‐setting
curve
Price‐setting
curve

0

Unemployment
rises

Employment

3. Employees’ power falls relative to owners
in a recession

A second principal‐agent problem in the same framework: credit market

Bank

Borrower

 Heterogeneous agents, credit-constrained households, multiplier effects in the
aggregate economy

And a third principal agent problem to analyze bank risk‐taking
In both cases the agent has an
incentive to take on too much risk
This is an external effect because
the costs are borne by others (the
principal)
 Bank failures and regulation

Bank

Borrower

Government
+ CB

Bank

Our focus on actors and problems leads us to give priority to
•
•
•
•
•
•

Game theory – tools and rules
Principal agent models
Price-making and rents
Social preferences and norms
Increasing returns, positive feedbacks
Dynamics

All the banks in Ireland were shut for 6 months … what happened?
Pubs and shops helped organize barter
True
transactions to keep economic activity going False
Households created money

True
False

The Irish economy suffered a recession

True
False

Trust in publicans declined when the
cheques they endorsed were no longer
honoured

True
False

All the banks in Ireland were shut for 6 months … what happened?
Pubs and shops helped organize barter
FALSE
transactions to keep economic activity going

They did not.

Households created money

TRUE

The Irish economy suffered a recession

FALSE

They wrote IOUs on cheques
that were accepted as money
by the pub and shop owners.
Data

Trust in publicans declined when the
cheques they endorsed were no longer
honoured

FALSE

Trust remained in publicans.

How is money created in the economy in normal times?
See Unit 11 to find out … go to www.core-econ.org

Our focus on actors and problems leads us to give priority to
•
•
•
•
•
•

Game theory – tools and rules
Principal agent models
Price-making and rents
Social preferences and norms
Increasing returns, positive feedbacks
Dynamics
UCL Day 1:
I want to
understand
the causes of
the financial
crisis

UCL

Positive feedbacks and resulting dynamics
Housing‐centred financial cycle
 build‐up of household debt

Bank‐centred financial cycle
 build‐up of financial sector debt

Household
borrowing
increases

Higher
value of
collateral

Bank
borrowing
increases

Purchases
of housing
increase

Purchases of
securitized
assets
increase

Stronger
balance
sheets

House price
boom

Asset price
boom

On the way up

On the way up:
leverage is high and rising

How to bring inequality into the teaching of macro?
The distribution of income in the world. Height of the bars is the gross domestic
income per capita (measured in purchasing power parity dollars) of the population
decile indicated

2014

1980

1990

2000

2014

***

The new ‘macro needs micro’ paradigm is integral to the study of
inequality
• Exchanges and other economic interactions are (in a liberal society) voluntary;
• … hence any interaction that we study occurs because there are mutual benefits
above and beyond the individuals’ next best alternatives
• … because contracts are not complete (and for other reasons) competition does
not eliminate these economic rents;
• … the division of these rents among the parties to the exchange is not determined
simply by “competition” or “the market”
• …it depends also on economic and political institutions and on social norms
• .. .in ways that a mastery of fundamental economic concepts can illuminate.

Inequality in the aggregate economy – using Lorenz curves
The effect of an increase in the degree of competition
Lower unemployment and higher real wage in equilibrium

A lower Gini coefficient

Teaching the tools of economics – feasible sets and preferences
Strategic interaction:
mutual gains and
their distribution

The individual:
selfish and altruist
preferences

The firm: demand and
iso-profit curves

The macroeconomic
policy maker

CORE’s The Economy
1.0 edition free online in July
+ OUP print edition

To equip students to address today’s pressing
problems by mastering the conceptual and
quantitative tools of contemporary economics
Wendy Carlin
Bank of England May 2017

UCL replaced its ‘ECON101’ by CORE for all BSc Econ students in 2014
Examination results in 2016 of the first CORE cohort in their conventional second year intermediate micro and
macro exams:
Comparison of first CORE cohort (n=269) with last non‐CORE cohort (n=288)
Students who had studied CORE (the black bars) performed better in intermediate micro & macro

First class (distinction) ………………………Fail

First class (distinction) ………………………Fail

Just better
students that
year?
What explains
CORE’s success in
this?

